AT least 18 prisons were hit by rioting which erupted during the night and left a trail of destruction. One prison was mostly destroyed by fire.
Brighton ZAP sales

The weekend of the issue of June a secret ZAP congress took place in Brighton. On sale were the latest designs and inventions for surveillance technology. Afternoo technology is already in use at Great Yarmouth when the 20th century's effects of these devices have been hardly noticeable. It seems that we have a long way to go before we achieve the surveillance, broadcast, and controlled environment discussed. The video will be accompanied by a handout of 300,000 copies. A copy of the 500-page book will be available from the ZAP shop. The video is still being shot and will be released in the coming weeks.

SHINE ON JIM

Video of Film about ‘Punk Poet’

Jimmy Heather-Hayes, who firebombed Teddington Police Station, and died by hanging in Ashford Remand Centre at the time of the Falklands War.

By Phil Stebbings.
ARM CONGRATSL ALL THE OVER 1000 WHO WENT
FOR STONEHENGE, AND HAD A GREAT TIME DESPITE
CONCERNS ABOUT HARASSMENT, QUELLS IN JAIL AND LOSS
OF VEHICLES, AND A VAM "HUCK OFF" TO THE
100,000 WHO TRIED TO GO TO GLASTONBURY IN
STEAD!
STONEHENGE 86 WE WENT FOR IT

In 1985 the authorities stopped the people's free
festival with brute force...one way of saying "we
look we're a bunch of fascists", as we're supposed
to live in a nice cozy democracy. They said the bad
press it gave them, hence the "nice" police behav-
ior this year.
The Stonehenge 86 campaign began in Sept 85, Eng-
lish Heritage invited people into holding a Stone-
enge 86 near with them. They said we could have
the use of the site for £100 and then we had to book
their security firm, which was only available by writing to them. We
told them they were mad and it wouldn't work, what we
came to the site near the stones to hold a festival
on. They approached the MOE (army) for us and it was
decided at the highest level to ex-ecute. English Heritage
then said the festival wasn't feasible and banned it
again. They got injunctions against us named people
and got a blue lights to keep us from entering or
leaving any land within a mile radius of Stone-
enge. The campaign got itself organised, we held benefits,
one off sales, and a wide range of T-shirts, posters and books was
arranged. We held monthly meetings in London at
the English Heritage building in Trafalgar Square. People from
all over England were encouraged to do their own meetings
detailed what we were doing. Around the start of June "Festival Eye"
came out, giving details of this years festival and the events
that followed.
When June came around we were prepared and ready to
go. A group of about 50 walked to the site, to arrive on
June 1st to get into Salisbury on the 1st, they set off
in high spirits, not really knowing if they'd make it
or what lies ahead.
I caught up with the walk a week later at the old
Roman town Calleva near Reading. This was a happy,well
organised bunch, we lived together, sharing whatever
we had, there was communal food for all, and a van to carry
the bogs while everyone walked to the next site. About
30 stayed with the walk, with others coming and going,
for others signing on.

On Thurs June 12th we arrived at Figsbury Ring,
just 4 miles outside Salisbury. By Fri night we
had nearly 500 of us, we all sat round the fire,
talking just made a massive communal meal, smoking
chillums and discussing the next days carnival
throughout Salisbury.
We set off on a beautiful say, morning, not knowing
if anyone would be there or what. The cops had
warned we wouldn't be able to get into Salisbury, (in)
they were very freaked out by the rumour of a 'huck-
duced Protest'. We were held down a ring road, to be
invited by the wonderful sight of 1000 of people
camping towards us. We all joined up and marched
along. Every time I looked around and more and more
people were joining.
The night people got to Stonehenge in dribs and drabs, there were a few hundred there for the solstice ceremony, and the druids did their usual little piece.

We gradually regrouped at King Samborne in Hampshire. On Saturday 21st most of us were released on bail, the Brixton crew were all back together. That night we were all entertained by a magical storm of sheet lightning, which, when it flashed was as good as daylight. We each took it in turns sleeping out of the tents to stir the stone, which was bouncing away on the fire.

We gradually got ourselves back together. People came out of stick, impounded vehicles were released from the compound. People got their tents and sleeping bags back. We managed to unwind a bit down there, despite the site. We got from a group of to check on our friends who had been arrested as outsiders to the festival scene, despite the fact that none of them had made any effort to get to Stonehenge or establish a festival. I left a few days later, feeling very happy. It had been worth the nine months work. We didn’t get to Stonehenge on mass, but we knew we won.

The wind was 1400 or so who bothered to turn up. It was just as good as when we showed that by standing together we are strong. We proved to ourselves we can live with the mind numbing affects of authority, and get on by working cooperatively together. I hope the people involved will build on this experience, we won for it.

Pullens Victory

The Pullens resistance and the rest of us were a great victory. We all went about our business. It seemed bad to us as we came late at 10am to find a violent, top saturation and rain, rain, rain. About 100 of us were blocked in and kicked over 200 people and (and vehicles) in a very nice way, as if they were on a CND demo. They even kicked some of our friends from Brixton. People were then scattered in all directions, not knowing what to do or where to go. Some of us searched the field, but were soon kicked off by the police, then we were even more dispersed. During this I got to touch the Chief constables hand, who accused me of being the leader of one of the groups.

Pullens (cont Pg12)
D.I.Y. TRANSMITTER PLANS

4w complete

THIS IS IT!! After years of planning, I have finally completed plans for a small, low-cost, FM Radio Transmitter. This design operates at 4 watts output, which is plenty to start with if you can get up to 8 watts. The parts should cost more than 35 pounds (excluding test gear). For the more ambitious Radio Cavers, this will be a design to take this transmitter up to 30 watts power.

The transmitter uses a 455 kHz crystal oscillator, a 2N5089 transistor, and a 555 timer circuit. The oscillator is a simple Colpitts design, using a 455 kHz crystal. The 2N5089 transistor is used as a class A power amplifier, and the 555 timer circuit is used to generate the 455 kHz clock signal for the crystal oscillator.

The transmitter is built on a small, aluminum heatsink, and the power supply is a regulated 5V, 1A supply. The antenna is a half-wave dipole, and the receiver is a simple SSB receiver.

For further information, please contact the author at the address below:

[Address]
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Pullens...still...

...then a thought began to occur.
I.e. How can a council allocate
flats with no doors to tenants at 20...

"UP HERE, YOU SLABBY SLUM!"
I yelled at the officers as I got
off the bus and entered the flats.

"WE WANT PEACE!" we shouted,
and the councilors threw
blocks of concrete at us.

Balliffs and councilors marched
upstairs, threw blocks at us,
and we fled. The scene was
terrifying.
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SMASH CROWBAR

MACDONALDS WANTED DAY
DEAD OR ALIVE
RONALD MCDONALD

A woman whose husband killed 21 people in a McDonald's restaurant in California two years ago, before he was shot dead by police, has filed a $5 million (22.3 million) suit against both his former employers and McDonald's. Rose Mulyberry is claiming that her husband James's violent outbursts and subsequent deaths were caused by lead pollution at work and by additives used by the fast-food chain.

MACDONALDS IS: The IDEAL multipurpose target for building ANARCHO-MODERNISTS (Lujane's Review of Conduits of Coalitionism 1980).

The piece is a SICK JURISprudence monument to capitalist greed and animal cruelty, destruction of the Amazon rain forests by their ranching, as a consumerOptional US cultural importation, CBA fronted in Central America, and who knows where else.

Victims anti-union policies - if you should join one you're immediately hired and perhaps more important, as a symbol of US power, i.e. a well-publicised disaster of a McDonald here could suck the tourist industry and welcome back decadent international terrorists to our shores once more.

Many such incidents could even damage the Macher-Reagan pact on World Domination...on without further ado here's a list of actions that terrorists may take against your face deathburger regime...

RENT STRIKE NOW!
PULLENS VICTORY!
THE DAY THE BARRICADES CAME DOWN
Seven in court

Police were arrested and violently stopped during the longest day of action in support of squatters from a council estate.

Squatters dispersed by legal force and as squatters are nearly all friendly to the squatters - 1. a local centre, cafe and meet. 2. a squat network in support. 3...
**Fifith**

The police of 24th July was the end result of the pigs whipping up false public hysteria that continued to be fed by their lies and murders. They were openly selling heroin and murdering each other on the streets of Brixton. The police's job is to create as much day-by-day as possible as an excuse to get even more cash in their pockets. They got a 7% rise the same week and for nothing! To impress the people. Shut Me Up!

**KILL ALL RACIST SCUM**

Police teams then searched the sewers and water pipes. They found and defeated any drugs left behind in London. The day after the police occupation of the Frontline was signalled by the Constant armed attack and a retreat before the pigs arrived. (Although they blocked the road for three hours) - they had packed their guns. The pigs pulled out of sight in their blue bags and I suspect the green pigs in the back of their van contained their new riot guns. Next the riot pigs pulled out, climbing into the bashed 4BS terriers, making steel and monkey noises. After that lots of pigs appeared from nowhere (they must have been the pigs from the train) and got into waiting coaches for doggy bags and congrats from their bosses. Taking advantage of the diminishing police presence a near riot ensued with a loud fireworks and a few bricks thrown. The pigs are once again. They used to park and harass around Brixton the day before.

**Sabotage THE Machine**

**STICK A PIG CAMPAIGN**

Many apologies to the 100% of our readers who've told us how objectionable they think the cover art. Some think it's a cop-out, that the policeman's head in question was supposed to look like it. But please note that the photograph was inspired by a fashion photo of a policeman's head. Many of us thought: 'Crowbar Sex/Stop The War, Hat/Arms, U.S., Politician, Komrade.'

**Nazi Cops Out**
GREEK CROWBAR 
BACK TO ITS NATURAL CONDITION

GREECE - 5 On Hunger Strike

The crisis in Greece is still growing more desperate daily. The discredited 'socialist' government, now a pawn of the US and the World Bank, unmasking a new wave of economic repression and strikes threatening to bring the whole place to a halt. Greece is no holiday in the sun if you live there. The fascist movement is reviving fast, openly aided by the police. Meanwhile the state is mounting a fearsome police campaign against the extra-parliamentary opposition, the Independent Left, the groups, the groups. But above all against the small but strong and competitive anarchist movement.

The anarchists in fact have occupied a key space in the resistance, and the war against the anarchists is rarely off the front pages. The police have tried mass arrests, routine and horrific torture and lashings, huge raids and occupations of the EKAL (Greek anarchist union) and theec boi, the anarchist squat. The officers have been wont to break up groups of anarchists, making them physically weak and subjecting them to violence. The police have also been known to threaten and assasinate members of the movement.

But the young struggle has not just shut up, and on occasions (eg in the Athens University Students' Union) when they threatened to blow up the building they themselves gave the police the chance to arrest 8 men in prison. The police have also been known to enter the building and use violence to suppress the movement. The police have also been known to threaten and assasinate members of the movement.

The latest round began on May 9th, when the police attacked the march against nuclear power, spreading through the streets. The police charged the demo, using tear gas and physical violence against 11 people. The police then arrested 35 of us.

The war had begun, again. In the following days 13 police were tortured by the police. 7 police were arrested. The Demo was stopped, 35 of us arrested. The war had begun, again.

As we reported in the last issue of Black Flag, dozens of anarchists have been arrested over the last two months, and a wave of assaults by the police has been mounting. At present, twenty-one anarchists remain in prison facing a variety of charges (including attempted murder) and many have been tortured two or three times that they were tortured in 1980. The police have also been known to threaten and assasinate members of the movement.

Three thousand people gathered outside the Ministry of Interior and bashed the doors of parliament on June 26th in solidarity with Kastoria. A second demonstration was organised on July 1st. It was banned by the police and a police caction was taken around the universitatis and stadia. Desp to the police, forty Anarchists managed to sit through and display tatters bearing a political repress, and on the following day and hold a press conference in the university.
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**Nukes For ALL!!**

**WAR FACTORY WILMA**

On the night of 21st March antiwar activists did a big job on HUISEN CHEMIE, a munitions factory near Amsterdam, and stole all the records revealing vital info on the spread of nuclear weapons.

HUISEN CHEMIE makes Nuke Warhead charges, Neutron Grenades, and now a new device, called the BSG, which increases the range of Nuke Artillery by 100%. They're ready to go full production at the rate of 120,000 BSG's a year (releasing huge quantities of the deadliest poisons). The new factory, the WAR SITE, has its opening ceremony today. More sabotage.

Since this, the stolen papers reveal that the WAR SITE is modifying the MIV 1455 launcher to fire Nuclear Missiles which will double range and increase Nuke Loads. From the Nuclear Power plants, the WAR SITE will be able to hit any target in the world from anywhere on earth. A new world war is coming. The war factory is in full swing.

**Zwarte Kat Saved**

Zwarte Kat was saved from destruction. It's a building occupied by students and people against nuclear weapons. The factory is nearby, and this is a big victory for the antiwar movement.

**Throw SHELL, Throw well**

**WAR AGAINST WAR**

The World Bank has given a huge loan to the government of France to build a nuclear power plant. The World Bank is a private banking institution supported by the governments of the most powerful nations in the world. The money will be used to build a nuclear power plant in France. The World Bank is a major source of funding for nuclear power plants worldwide. The World Bank's support for nuclear power plants is significant, and it is helping to drive the expansion of nuclear energy globally.
Dear Crowbar

Of late, it has been noticed that very few winemakers have been interested in writing for Crowbar. I don't really believe this is because Crowbar is male by little means writing down their fantasies of machine learning. I think it's because the winemakers are happy to keep their work away from the streets, getting cold feet at the thought of showing others what goes on in their minds. This is probably because they have a drive behind such friendships.

I wrote for Crowbar only when they did the magazine on squatting and how the winemakers were not interested in this level of consciousness. We may feel that they are not interested in their own fantasies, which leads to a lot of trouble. When they reach reality, they can begin to challenge themselves.

Till then, love and peace.

---

Dear Crowbar

I'm just writing to find out if the next Crowbar will perhaps keep up with the important work you've done. I think it's important to keep the magazine going, as it's a great way to express our thoughts and feelings. I would love to see more articles about the experiences of winemakers and how they go about their work.

---

Dear Crowbar,

Enclosed is a copy of "NYET PRAVO", the first issue of a new magazine based in London. It is being produced by a group of winemakers and is dedicated to alternative and subversive art and culture. It is published bi-monthly and is available at selected stockists.

Sae to another house, Jasper Road, Field, Crawley RH11 0LG

Keep up the good work. If it wasn't for your pages, Crowbar would be the best if not in the Garden of Eden.

---

Brixton Squatters Aid

Help and Advice Exchange for Squatters (and Rent Strikers)

c/o 121 Ralston Rd, Tel. 2746665, Sundays 6-8pm

---

Logging in to spread the red word

By JANE WYATT

Users of a council's computer information service were amazed to find it locked up by a message... reading something like this: "Your computer has been accessed by a user who wishes to make copies of the contents. You may be able to stop this by starting the computer from a new disk. If you wish to continue, please call the helpdesk on 0171 978 3111.

---

Users of a council's computer information service were amazed to find it locked up by a message... reading something like this: "Your computer has been accessed by a user who wishes to make copies of the contents. You may be able to stop this by starting the computer from a new disk. If you wish to continue, please call the helpdesk on 0171 978 3111."
DEFE NDF UPRISINGS PRISONERS

111 people, m ostly black youths, have been charged after defending Broadwater Farm Est. against a mass racist police attack last year. 31 are serving time for murdering PC Blakemore. They are Winston Nilscon 28, Colin Regham 19, Mark Brathwaite 20, and unnamed youths aged 13, 14, and 15. These and the Brixton Uprising defendants are being helped by the Black People's Campaign for Justice, Tel: 071 278 9898, 12 Beehive Place, Brixton. The Totnesians are victims of a moral panic campaign of terror and lies, raids, random stop and searches, endless interrogations, beatings etc., by a racist slaving police force off the leash and demanding full sentences. These innocent victims need your help now.

SAVE VIRAJ MENDIS

Just a week ago, the white 5th, a content gets citizenship in 10 days. Viraj Mendis, the anti-racist activist living here 13 years, is being deported to an almost certain death in Sri Lanka.

Viraj is the centre of a campaign against deportations, now running at 60 black people a week under Thatcher's racist laws (five times what it was in 79).

Viraj has completed a protest march from Manchester to London where he joined the Broadwater march and spoke movingly at the circular anti-racist festival and a host of public meetings. Contact c/o his Defence Campaign, Wharf House, Jackson St., Hull, HU1 3QZ or London 01-961 695870.

RACIST PRISONS

Black people are only 3% of the population, but 23% of all in prison are black. Who are more likely to be beaten up by the police and suffocated in crowded conditions, or get murdered like Darren Campbell, Paul Worrell, Winston Nilscon, Harold Roberts, Colin Roach, Michael Martin or Jeff Ryan.

Now it's revealed that mental prisoners, especially youth, are finishing up with young blacks, lifted, tortured, starved and stabbed on a large scale, as a punishment or while the police make up charges on them. Not only blacks suffer of course. 90% in prison are working class, used inside for "crimes against private property". Nick is just a way to destroy wealth and power from us by force and theft.

But it's black people who are getting the worst of it, and they too who have taken a lead in fighting back and defending their communities.

SPOT THE NAZI

A large group of fascist skinheads are living at Ferrier Rd., Purley, SW15. They're led by Nicky Leon, a notorious racist activist. The House is used as a meet for Nazis coming from Europe. It's protected by Nick's close circle, a circuit TV and is owned by John Leonard. Please let us know if you find this information useful.

NEW YOU WANT TO FIND IN SEARCHLIGHT.